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Learning to Understand Image Blur — Supplementary Material


1. Annotation Samples of SmartBlur Dataset
We collect a large-scale blur image dataset SmartBlur, containing 10, 000 natural photos with elaborate human annotations


of both pixel-level blur amount and image-level blur desirability, which we plan to release in the future. SmartBlur provides
a reliable training and evaluation platform for blur analysis, and serves as a versatile benchmark for various tasks such as blur
magnification and image deblur. In the supplementary material, we provide more annotation samples of SmartBlur in Fig. 1.


Figure 1. Annotation samples of smartBlur dataset.
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2. Detailed ABC-FuseNet Architecture and Parameters
We provide the detailed network architecture and parameters of Inception 4a to Inception 4e (represented as Inception 4a :


e) in Fig. 2. Please zoom to view better.


Figure 2. Detailed network architecture and parameters of Inception 4a : e.







Similarly, we represent the Inception 5a to Inception 5b as Inception 5a : b, and detail its architecture in Fig. 3. The
detailed architecture and parameters of the blur desirability classifier is described in Fig. 4.


Figure 3. Detailed network architecture and parameters of Inception 5a : b.


Figure 4. Detailed network architecture and parameters of blur desirability classifier.







3. More Visual Results of Blur Map Estimation
We show more visual results of blur map estimation on CUHK dataset in Fig. 5.


Figure 5. Visual results of blur map estimation on CUHK Dataset.







We also show more visual results of blur map estimation on SmartBlur dataset in Fig. 6.


Figure 6. Visual results of blur map estimation on SmartBlur Dataset.







4. More Visual Results of Blur Desirability Classification
We show visual results of blur desirability classification on SmartBlur dataset in Fig. 7. Column (a) to (d) are the images


classified as Good-Blur, Ok-Blur, Bad-Blur, and No-Blur respectively. From the results we can see our proposed model can
classify the blur desirability into different categories in terms of the image quality. For the column (a), blurs in those images
make the important object standout, thus such images are classified as Good-Blur images. For the column (b), blurs in those
images are either on unimportant objects or with quite small amount, thus such images are classified as OK-Blur images.


Figure 7. Visual results of blur desirability classification on SmartBlur Dataset.






